1. Introduction. C. P. Rourke and B. J. Sanderson [4] have constructed a locally flat embedding of 519X7 in S29 which does not have a normal microbundle [3] . Thus we are led to inquire into the extent to which the local flatness gives rise to some normal structure.
In analogy with the development of normal structures for the differentiable case, we define several possible normal structures which are related to the normal microbundle and show that the RourkeSanderson example admits none of them. From this we conclude that the homotopy normal bundle [2] is the strongest normal structure available, in general. We also give an example of interest in the theory of Euclidean bundles.
Before beginning we warn the reader that these, rather natural, definitions are not in agreement with those currently used for topological (and piecewise linear) manifolds, e.g. a tubular neighborhood is usually called a normal bundle.
2. Definitions and statement of results. A Euclidean bundle (or an (7?"+*, 7?")-bundle) is a Steenrod fiber bundle whose fiber is 7?n+?: and whose topological group is 770(«-|-ft; re), the group of homeomorphisms of Rn+k which leave 0 and the hyperplane, 72" XO, invariant. Let tm denote the tangent (7?n, 0)-bundle of the topological manifold 717" (of dimension n). If/: Mn->Nn+k is a locally flat embedding, f*TN admits the structure of an (Rn+k, 7?")-bundle, (f*rN, tm), by [2, 4.3] . A normal bundle for/, v, is a splitting of (f*Tx, tm), i.e. an equivalence of (f*T/f, tm) with (jm@v, tm)-A tubular neighborhood for / is an (7?*, 0)-bundle, v = (Ev, pr, M), and an embedding, F, of E, in TV such that F<r0 =/, where <r0 denotes the zero section of v. We note that, by [2, 4.1l ], a tubular neighborhood, (v, F), gives a normal bundle for /, i.e. an equivalence between (J*tn, tm) and
The homotopy normal bundle of / always exists, and is defined as in [2] . That is, if (a, ß) is an (Rn+k, 7?")-bundIe over X, we define E,(a,ß) to be (Ea\Eß)KJao(X) and p»<"jj) to be the restriction of pa. The homotopy normal bundle of a locally flat embedding, /, is v{f*TN, tm). We may, then, ask if there is a Euclidean bundle which is fiber homotopy equivalent, in some appropriate sense, to the homotopy Presented to the Society August 29, 1968; received by the editors January 29, normal bundle. Such a bundle would be called a homotopy normal Euclidean bundle. Thus, if a is a bundle with "zero" section, let a' denote the bundle obtained by removing the image of the section. Two bundles with "zero" sections, a and ß, over X are said to be fiber homotopy equivalent if there exist fiber maps /: (Ea, Ea>, ao(X)) ~ (Eß, Eß', <r"(X)) : g such that fg and gf are homotopic to the appropriate identity maps, through homotopies of the triples which respect the fiber structure. From its definition, it is clear that a normal bundle is a homotopy normal Euclidean bundle and hence we have defined a sequence of successively stronger normal structures, beginning with the homotopy normal bundle, which always exists, and ending with the tubular neighborhood, which need not exist. The main result of this paper concerns the others. Since the embedding does not have a normal bundle, there is a Euclidean bundle which does not split, i.e. Example 2. There is an (R29, PJ^-bundle over S19 which does not split. 3 . Proof of Theorem 1. This section is devoted to proving an extension of Theorem A, given by Rourke and Sanderson [4] . Since the properties of the example follow from this result in precisely the same way that their properties follow from Theorem A we do not include the remainder of the argument. With the exception of the notion of a quasi-link, and its properties, the notation and definitions used here are given in Rourke and Sanderson. '• Let £ be an P5+1-bundle over X, i.e. £ is a fiber bundle, in the sense of Steenrod, whose fiber is Rt+1 and whose group is 77(g-f-l), the topological group of homeomorphisms of Rq+1. If £ is a numerable P«+1-bundle, e.g. X is paracompact, then it has a section [l, Corollary 2.8]. Furthermore, using the techniques developed in [l], one can prove the following lemmas. PiX h-.EiXI-^XXI has sections, a\ and a2, such that prioai(x, 0) -pri o ai(x, 1) = pr\ o <r2(x, t), ¿£7. Then there is a fiber isotopy taking <ri to a2 which is the identity on £$ X {0, 1}.
An Pa+1-bundle is said to be fiber homotopically trivial if its associated (Rq+1, 0)-bundle, which is well defined by Lemma 1, is fiber homotopically trivial, via a trivialization, /. We define a quasi-link to be a quadruple, (£, 9\, o2; t), where £ is a fiber homotopically trivial P5+1-bundle over 5", via t, and oï and a2 are two noncoincident sections.
Paralleling [4] , we next define quasi-linking classes and show that they are invariant under isotopy of quasi-links. Thus, let (£, <rj, a2; t) be a quasi-link and let £,-, i = \, 2, denote the associated (Rq+1, 0)-bundle having "zero section," o-j. Finally, let <7o be the section of £ implicit in the definition of the fiber homotopy trivialization, /. By Lemma 1 there are fiber isotopies, F<, such that Fí(<tí(x), 1) =<7o(x). The first quasi-linking class of (£, tn, a2; t) is defined to be the element ai£7r"05) determined by
The second quasi-linking class is defined similarly and the pair (cti, ct2) is called the quasi-linking class of (£, <n, a2; t). That it is well defined follows from Lemma 2, since any two definitions of F2, for example, give rise to homotopic sections in Fjj. An isotopy of quasi-links is defined to be a continuous family of quasi-links or, equivalently, noncoincident sections to FjX7 over 5" X 7, say oí and o2 , which have the desired restriction to 5" X {0,1}. By Lemma 1, a2 is isotopic to <r0Xl/, via F, so that the first quasilinking classes are equal, i.e. the maps into S" are homotopic via
where t' is a fiber homotopy trivialization of E^Xl whose associated section is ffoXli. Similarly, one shows that the second quasi-linking classes are equal and hence quasi-linking classes are invariant under isotopy. Conversely, we note that two quasi-links are isotopic if and only if either the first or second quasi-linking classes are the same. Thus isotopy classes of quasi-links reflect some of the nature of the bundle. This is the motivation behind the proof of the following lemma, which is essentially the same as that given for Theorem A in [4] . Lemma 3. If the first quasi-linking class of (£fl+I, oï, a2; t) is zero, q odd^3, then the second quasi-linking class is of order two.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that / has been chosen so that oo = o-2 and, with respect to a trivialization, g, of £a+1 over S\, ffi(x) =g~1(x, 1) and I is g.
Using Lemma 1 and [l ] we can construct a third section, o-_i, which intersects neither ai nor <ro and which is given by g~l(x, -1) with respect to the trivialization over S\. Furthermore, it has the property that the pair of sections, (<ri, <r0), is isotopic to (<To, tr_i), by an isotopy which is given by translation with respect to the trivialization over S\. Indeed, <r_i is constructed via this translation and an extension to
The quasi-links, (£, <ri, <r0; /) and (£, <r0, c_i; /) are isotopic and hence both have quasi-linking class (0, ß). To show that ß has order two it is necessary to define two auxiliary quasi-links. Using the isotopy taking (cri, <70) to (a0, o"-i) we can show that the quasi-links, (£, Xi, ao', t) and (£, Co, X_i; /), are isotopic and hence both have quasi-linking class (ß, 2ß).
Since the second quasi-linking classes of (£, a0, <r-i ; t) and (£, o-0, Xi ; i) are both ß, the quasi-links are isotopic. Thus (0, ß) = (2/3, ß) and 2/3 = 0.
Theorem A'. Let g: 2nX71-»7?n+a+\ q odd^3, be a piecewise linear embedding such that (a) g has a homotopy normal Euclidean bundle, r¡, (h) g\ :2nX {O}->Pn+9+1 is the standard inclusion, (c) g\ : 2"X {1} ->P"+'-M\2n is null homotopic.
Then the second linking class of (g(2nX {1} ), 2") is of order two.
Proof.
First extend g to a piecewise linear embedding of 2" X(-°°, + ») into P"+«+1. 77 is also extended to 2nX( -», +«).
Let 1 denote the standard inclusion of 2n in Rn+q+1 and let o\-denote the embedding of 2" in 2"X( -<», + 00), which is identified with E(el), given by ai(x) = (x, i).
Since 17 is fiber homotopy equivalent to ve, the homotopy normal bundle of g, there is a fiber homotopy equivalence of £ = e1©(r*77 with e1 @o*vg which is the identity on e1. Let eq+1 denote the standard tubular neighborhood of i(2"). It has a fiber homotopy trivialization defined by the map of £eS+i' to Sq arising from the inclusion of Et<H-i' in 2n+«+1\2" and the retraction of 2"+«+1\2n to 2«. By Theorem 4.7 of [2] , t1®o-*Vg is fiber homotopy equivalent to ei+1. Thus £ is fiber homotopy equivalent to eq+l, via the composition of the fiber homotopy equivalences given above.
With this fiber homotopy trivialization of £, the quasi-linking class of (£, (Ti, o¡; t), Í7*j, equals the linking class of (g o a i, g o 07). To prove this it is sufficient to consider only first classes, with j = 0, as every quasi-linking class can be so represented. We chose the fiber homotopy equivalence of e1©^^ with €5+1 by passing through v" the homotopy normal bundle of the standard inclusion of 2" in Sn+9+1. Because, under the inclusion of the fibers of vt into 2n+<,+1\2n, <Ti(x) goes to g o a i (x), the maps defining the first classes are homotopic as maps into 2"+9+1\2n and hence define the same first classes.
Since the quasi-linking class of (£, <ri, <r0; /) agrees with the linking class of (g o <Ti, g o Co), it is sufficient to show that the second quasilinking class has order two. This follows from Lemma 3.
